Dicationic ionic liquids (DILs) are a subclass of the ionic liquid (IL) family and are characterized by two cationic head groups linked by means of a spacer. While DILs are increasingly attracting interest due to their peculiar physico-chemical properties, there is still a lack of understanding of their intermolecular interactions. Herein, we report our investigations on the intermolecular vibrational modes of two bromide DILs and of a bistriflimide DIL. The minimal possible neutral cluster of ions was studied as a simplified model of these systems and was optimized at the DFT level. Normal modes of two sandwich-like conformers were then calculated using the harmonic approximation with analytical computation of the second derivatives of molecular energy with respect to the atomic coordinates. The calculated spectra were compared to far-infrared experimental spectra and two groups of peaks over three, for the two bromide DILs, and three over five, for the Tf 2 N À DIL, were described by the proposed neutral cluster model. Therefore, this model represents a reliable and computationally affordable model for the exploration of the intermolecular interactions of this kind of system. This group is related to the relative motions between the two rings and the anions. A graphical representation of some of these normal modes is reported in Fig. 4 . In all these normal modes the two rings and the two anions display relative motions. The deformation of the rings as well as of the chain is minimal and they behave as almost rigid bodies. Fig. 3 Comparison between the experimental spectra and calculated normal modes frequencies and intensities. From top to bottom: [BIC 4 IB] 2+ + 2Br À , [BIC 5 IB] 2+ + 2Br À and [MIC 6 IM] 2+ + 2Tf 2 N À .
Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic salts composed of an organic cation and an organic or an inorganic anion which are liquid below 100 C. The physico-chemical properties of these neoteric solvents (e.g., negligible vapor pressure, wide electrochemical window, high thermal stability, low ammability) 1-3 and the possibility to tweak them by changing the constituent ions 4 allowed their use in different elds. ILs have been studied and exploited for instance in the dissolution, fractionation and functionalization of biomasses, [5] [6] [7] [8] in organic synthesis, 9, 10 in analytical chemistry, 11 in electrochemistry 12, 13 and, more recently, in biological and pharmaceutical applications. 14 Dicationic ionic liquids (DILs) are a subclass of ILs which are characterized by two cationic head groups linked to one another by means of a spacer. Aer the pioneering studies by Ohno et al. 15, 16 and Armstrong et al., 17 DILs raised the interest of several research groups which investigated their potential eld of applications, [18] [19] [20] also in comparison with the parental monocationic ILs (MILs). In fact, the most interesting aspect of DILs, which usually require a more demanding synthetic effort, is the possibility to capitalize on application-oriented advantages over the corresponding MILs. From a structural perspective, the additional variability options of DILs stem from the type and length of the linker between the two cations and/or from the nature of the cation, as asymmetric structures are also possible.
A few works indicated that DILs behave in a different way from the structurally related MILs when tested in the same application. For instance, it has been found that some DILs are characterized by lower polarity and different structural organizations, 21 higher thermal stabilities, 22 lower ecotoxicities, 23 higher activity in the cycloaddition of CO 2 to epoxides, 24 higher or lower cathodic reductions, depending on the type of spacer. 25 The physico-chemical properties of ILs, and accordingly their potential applications, are strictly governed by the type and strength of the interaction between the constituent ions. Intermolecular forces between cation and anion determine the presence of expanded network structures such as larger clusters or ion-pairs in the liquid phase. In the pursue of a deeper understanding of the interactions and structures of ILs, vibrational spectroscopy represents an invaluable option. 26 The frequency range between 2 and 300 cm À1 involves intermolecular forces and can be studied by different experimental methods such as optical heterodyne-detected Raman-induced Kerr-effect spectroscopy (OHD-RIKES), 27-32 dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS), 32-34 terahertz (THz) spectroscopy, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] low-energy neutron scattering, 40 X-ray diffraction, 41 far infrared (FIR) spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy. 36, 38, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] It is worth mentioning that ILs' experimental spectra are usually difficult to interpret as a result of the complex combination of overlapping bands. Therefore, theoretical methods are oen needed to assign specic vibrational motions.
For what concerns THz and FIR spectroscopy, a few studies have been performed mainly on imidazolium ILs [C 1 C 2 IM or C 4 C 1 IM and different anions] [35] [36] [37] or ammonium protic ILs. 48 The rst evidence of + C-H/A À hydrogen bonding was reported by Fumino et al. 42 The same authors showed that the vibrational frequency shis, observed with different ILs, cannot be explained by mass effects and are rather a result of different anion-cation force constants. 36, 42 Although the interpretation of these experimental spectra is not always univocal, 26 the potential of FIR-THz spectroscopy in broadening the understanding of the interactions between the ILs constituting ions has been demonstrated.
To the best of our knowledge, no data are available for the FIR-THz intermolecular vibrational modes of DILs, while some work based on OHD-RIKES has shed some light on the interionic interactions of these systems. 37 Given the increasing interest in DILs, here we present our investigations on their intermolecular interactions by means of FIR spectroscopy, corroborated by DTF analyses. Our work focuses on one imidazolium dibistriimide DIL ([MIC 6 IM] 2+ + 2Tf 2 N À ) and two imidazolium dibromide DILs ([BIC 4 IB] 2+ + 2Br À and [BIC 5 IB] 2+ + 2Br À ), which differ for the length of the linker (Fig. 1 ). The former DIL has been studied before by OHD-RIKES, while the latter are model structures of dibromide DILs which are liquid at room temperature.
Results and discussion
The three dicationic ionic liquids (DILs) based on imidazolium charged centers were studied at the ab initio level.
The simulation of the complex phenomena that occur in such an intricate system like a dicationic ionic liquid, where charged moieties, some with several degrees of freedom, interact with each other, is a challenging task. In this paper, we will limit ourselves to a simple model system which corresponds to the minimal possible neutral cluster of ions: one dication and two single charged anions. Therefore, we will not be able to rationalize and explain all the features of the experimental spectra. However, the features predicted by this model are surely related to molecular motions of this simplied system, while the remaining ones will be likely related to motions that involve larger clusters.
When the molecular nature of these dications is taken into consideration, the most stable structure is a sandwich-like one where the two imidazolium rings assume a parallel arrangement. The distance and the relative orientation of the two parallel rings depend on the length of the linker and on the size of the non-linked sidechains. The monoatomic anions, for example bromides, can establish a larger number of Fig. 1 Structures of the dicationic ionic liquids (DILs) studied. Table 1 Some geometric and energetic quantities related to the minimal neutral clusters studied here. x indicates the molar fraction. Distances are in A, torsion angle is defined by the two bonds of N1 atoms with the first and last carbon atom of the spacer chain (like two steps of a spiral ladder). A indicates the bromine atom when the anion is Br À and instead the nitrogen atom when the anion is Tf 2 N À . Y indicates the atom of the anion nearest to the hydrogen interactions with the acidic hydrogens of the dication moiety compared to the corresponding monocationic ILs (all hydrogens in a to the nitrogen atoms, including those present on the aliphatic chains). In the resulting structure, the anions are sandwiched between the imidazolium fragments and positioned in such a way to maximize their distance. Some starting geometries fullling these considerations with different initial positions of the anions have been prepared and optimized at the DFT level. The structures with lower energy present the two anions diametrically opposed. Thus, we focalize on them. Some higher energy structures have been discarded. The resulting local minima are, in this case, not too different, from the qualitative point of view, from the initial geometric guess. There are two possible conformational isomers as the two imidazolium rings can be arranged in two different spatial ways: with the C2 atoms on the same side of the sandwich (syn conformer) or on the opposite side (anti conformer). The two conformations present a relevant difference in energy in the [BIC 5 IB] 2+ + 2Br À case only (See Table 1 ), but differ in the value of the molecular dipole. The anti conformer, the more energetically favored, is characterized by a smaller dipole, while the syn conformer is less stable with a larger dipole. The latter conformer is expected to have stronger cluster-cluster interactions. As a result of the dipole quenching in anti structures, this conformer presents the two rings almost parallel, while in the syn conformer the two aromatic moieties form a dihedral angle (C2 atoms are closer than C4 and C5 atoms).
A third possible conformation is an open one where the two rings interact with rings belonging to different dications. The anions are placed as usually near the two rings. We have tried to optimize this kind of structure but it collapses into the closed one. In the minimal cluster system, this kind of structure is not stable but it can exist in the bulk ionic liquid. Thus, this kind of extended structure, resembling a unit of a coordination polymer, cannot be studied with this approach. It is conceivable that, in organized liquids like those examined here more than one of the structures are relevant and slowly equilibrating. All these three conformations are shown in Fig. 2 .
Normal modes have been calculated using the harmonic approximation with analytical calculation of second derivatives of molecular energy with respect to the atomic coordinates.
The calculations have been performed at the B3LYP/AUG-CC-PVTZ level with empirical corrections for dispersion. The same functional and basis set has been used by Shirota et al. [49] [50] [51] with good results to compute Raman spectra of similar systems. A direct comparison between our and the above cited papers is not possible. They used ab initio calculations on single anions and cations, not on clusters. Coherently, their dicationic structures present an open geometry due to the absence of the anions. Based on the single ion calculated Raman spectra, they parametrized a theory able to predict non-linear optical properties of the molecules. Furthermore, we do not have calculated Raman intensities and they did not report the infrared ones. Using the ab initio results as starting parameters, they obtained a good agreement with the experimental data, which is an implicit validation of the reliability of the calculations results.
As a nal validation of the computational method, optimized geometries and normal modes have been calculated for the [BIC 4 IB] 2+ + 2Br À anti-conformer with two different choices of functionals and basis sets. No qualitative differences have been found. Some data about two of the normal modes discussed later in the paper is reported and discussed in ESI. † Cluster geometries have been fully optimized. They are available as ESI. † Even though the harmonic approximation is known to be more reliable for localized molecular motions like atom-atom stretching, and despite, the limited size of the model system used here, the absence of any representation of the solvation bulk, the calculated frequencies of the normal modes closely match the experimental results. Full detailed tables of normal modes frequencies and intensities are reported in the ESI. † In the paper body they will be commented using graphical representation and discussed with an emphasis on groups and range of frequencies.
We analyzed all the normal modes below the threshold of 700 cm À1 . A complete list for all the considered systems is shown in ESI. † Few of these normal modes presented a nonnegligible intensity.
The match between experimental spectra and the calculated normal frequencies (we choose to not report simulated spectra based on arbitrary line shapes) is represented in Fig. 3 .
The two systems with bromide anions will be analyzed rst. A rst noticeable feature of the experimental spectra, which is also present in the calculated frequencies, is the gap of absorption in the central part of the spectral range. The experimental spectra of these systems are composed by three large bands which are centered at about 100, 450 and 650 cm À1 respectively.
The band at about 100 cm À1 presents a composite structure made up by at least two superimposed peaks. From the computational point of view there is a group of normal modes characterized by large intensities in this range. For both the conformers this group is divided into two subgroups, one that lies at about 80 cm À1 and the other one at about 130 cm À1 . This feature reproduces the binary nature of the experimental band. The subgroup at lower wavenumbers corresponds to the relative motions of anions and cation. These normal modes are similar to the anion-cation stretching displayed by monocharged ionic liquids, 37 but the presence of the linker introduces additional structured features like the concerted motions of the two bromide anions ( Fig. 4c and d) .
In the other subgroup, the displacement of the anions, already reduced due to the massive nature of bromine atoms, is basically negligible. These normal modes consist of synchronized relative motions of the two aromatic rings.
It is reasonable to assume that, if we were to search for the minimal energy structure of a model system constituted by two ionic pairs of mono-charged ionic liquids, we would nd similar motions. However, the presence of the linker transforms these motions from intermolecular to intramolecular. Furthermore the linker reduces the possible relative distance and orientation of the two imidazolium groups.
The normal modes corresponding to the central band (about 450 cm À1 ) of the experimental spectra present very small intensities. The molecular motions in this region are related to the relative torsion of the two rings about their vertical axis. This band is possibly also connected to more complex molecular motions typical of larger clusters of ions that cannot be represented by our model system.
The band at about 650 cm À1 corresponds to the infrared active normal modes and presents more of the usual molecular motions such as the out of plane deformation of the rings. The coordinated motions of the two rings and/or of their anions are still present. A graphical representation of some of these normal modes is shown in Fig. 5 . With respect to the band at about 100 cm À1 , the differences between the syn and the anti structures are greater. This phenomenon arises from the primary role played in these normal modes by the hydrogen atoms bound to the C2, C4 and C5 atoms of the imidazolium rings. Almost all the motions are coordinated amongst the two rings, with variable ratios between the relative amplitudes.
The system [MIC 6 IM] 2+ + 2Tf 2 N À (Fig. 6 ) does not present substantial differences in the above analyzed bands. The normal modes are not represented here because of their graphical complexity. However, this system presents supplementary bands at 500-550 cm À1 and 200-250 cm À1 . The rst band corresponds to normal modes of deformations of single anions (a motion that does not exist for monatomic anions). There is instead no computation match for the second band. The above written comments about the band at about 450 cm À1 are still valid.
Conclusions
With this study, we investigated the complex dynamics of dicationic ionic liquids. The minimal neutral cluster proved to be a computationally affordable and a good representation of this kind of systems.
Two groups of peaks over three, for the two systems with bromide anions, and three over ve, for the Tf 2 N À anions, can be described by this model system. Therefore, the minimal cluster studied here is a realistic representation of at least a part of the dicationic ionic liquid properties.
The presence of the covalent spacer between the two imidazolium cations allowed us to focus on some motions that in simple monocationic ionic liquids are of an intermolecular nature. The cooperative molecular motions observed here can also take place in a transient mode in mono-charged ionic liquids.
Syn-and anti-conformers present very similar energies in two of the systems considered here. Furthermore, the less stable structure is expected to have stronger cluster-cluster interactions due to its larger dipole. Therefore, normal mode frequencies and intensities between the two conformers are not enough different to exclude the existence of one or the other conformer on the base of infrared data.
This approach can also be expanded to larger cluster of ionic liquids too. However, a different computational strategy must though be devised because of the high computational cost associated with the use of the minimal cluster model.
Experimental section
Materials 1H-Imidazole was purchased from Fluka, 1-methyl-1H-imidazole and 1-butyl-1H-imidazole, 1,5-dibromopentane, 1,6-dibromohexane were purchased from Alfa Aesar, whereas 1,4-dibromobutane from Sigma Aldrich. Lithium bis(triuoromethylsulfonyl) imide was purchased from IOLITEC. All substances were used as received, without further purication, unless differently speci-ed. 4-Methyl-2-pentanone was purchased from Alfa Aesar, all other organic solvents from Sigma Aldrich. All organic solvents were used without further purications.
Dicationic ionic liquids preparation
3,3 0 -(Butane-1,4-diyl)bis(1-butyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium) bromide ([BIC 4 IB] 2+ + 2Br À ), 3,3 0 -(pentane-1,5-diyl)bis(1-butyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium) bromide ([BIC 4 IB] 2+ + 2Br À ) and 3,3 0 -(hexane-1,6-diyl)bis(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium) bis(triuoromethane) sulfonamide ([MIC 6 IM] + + 2Tf 2 N À ) were prepared following previously published procedures. 52, 53 FIR measurements FIR spectra were recorded with a FT/IR-6800 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (Jasco).
To collect the spectra an appropriate cell was developed and tested in our lab. It consists in a pair of COC polymer plates kept in position by a steel sample holder. Of the two polymer plates one is smooth and the second is hollowed in the middle, in order to guarantee a sample thickness of 100 mm. The sample holder is made by two steel plates (with a 8 mm diameter hole in the center, for transmitting the light beam) which, aer inserting the COC cell between them, were tightened by screws.
DFT calculations
All calculation has been performed using the Gaussian 16 suite. 54 D3 empirical correction for dispersion has been calculated. 55 All the geometries have been fully optimized using the default setting at the B3LYP/ug-cc-pvtz level of theory. The frequencies have been calculated analytically. Two linux based workstations equipped with dual Xeon E5-2640 (10 core CPU) and 128 Gb of RAM have been used.
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